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classes will be able to choose
among: paying tuition at the time
of advance registration (February
24-28), paying in person at the
Cashier’s Office (March 5-18), or
paying by mail to the Cashier’s
Office (payment must be received
no later than March 18).
It is imperative that students pay
their tuition through the option of
their choice by March 18; registra
tions not paid by that time will be
cancelled. Cancelled registrants may
sign up again at delayed registration
on March 31, but the entire pro
cess, including course approval,
must be gone through again.
Students will be informed of
their payment options also during
rptrieteofioM
__jus
-_ocenter,
... *
•
an inv vcunf
BY JOHN KUBCZAK
in the class schedule (which is due
Grand Valley students will have to appear around February 15), and
three tuition payment options for by letter.
spring term, according to Registrar
‘This ss the first time we have
Richard Mehler
offered this type of payment pro
Those taking advantage of ad gram between winter and spring
vance registration for spring term terms,” states Registrar Mehler,

Tuition

payment

options

“and a great deal of student co
operation is needed. We are trying
to give the students the same ad
vantages, in terms of tuition pay
ment, that a semester system offers.
It will work only if everyone fulfills
their particular option.”
Another innovation is designed
to facilitate the creation of the list
of graduating students. Students
expecting to graduate in the spring
should sign up for course #9998, a
no-credit, no-payment affair that

e**inv ivgiauai a unite
an immediate roster of who is
graduating. Graduation cards are
still required, however.
Also, GVSC students are asked
to remember that drop cards must
be filled out and sent in when
dropping courses (just telling the
prof you’re quitting is insufficient),
and to check. the mail, not the
registrations office, for your grades
at the term’s end.

offered,

Heglstrar Richard Mehler

BY GARY HOFFMASTER
Treatment of campus sewage will

to Jack Mulder, Director of the
Ottawa County Department of
Water and Utilities.

are available to finance it, according

sure““that a federal grant will ap-

improve next y m t tf federal doltars

____ ,__________ __

________ r

S u b -z e ro tem peratures covered cam pus la st weekend

No additional parkingparkingspaces
planned
problem on campus.
BY DOUGLAS GUTHRIE
Though 6,571 winter term stu
dents vie for 2,800 campus parking
spaces, “There are no plans for
additional parking facilities,” says
Grand Valley’s Planning Admin
istrator Bob Romkema.
The student population has risen
by 916 since winter term of 1974,
yet no new non-residential parking
has been added since 1972.
Over 1,200 of the available
spaces are S10-per-term reserve and
residential parking spaces. That
leaves about 1,600 open parking
spaces to the commuting students
and staff.
“O f course not all the students
and staff are on campus at the same
time,** says Romkema. “Enrollment
in night classes has increased sub
stantially this term.”
Romkema and Chief-oFPolice
Puri Cobb call commutan “crea
tures o f habit” in dhcurelng the

‘‘We’ve never been short on
spaces,” says Cobb. “If you can’t
find a spot in your regular lot, try
the next one.”
Romkema and Cobb point out
the overcrowding of the lot on the
north side of the Fieldhouse, lot G.
They say lot G is the first open lot
off highway M-45 and conversely
Oils up first.
The walking distance to Manitou
and Mackinac Halls from Ipt G and
lot C (the lot on the other side o f
the Fieldhouse) is about the same
according to Romkema and Cobb.
Funding o f any new parking
facility would be the Colleges’
responsibility. State funding does,
not apply to parking lots.
The Colleges have a fund for
construction and maintenance of
parking lots and walkways, which
comes from reserve parking feet,
staff payroll deductions, and capital
outlay coats addad to tuition fees.

pear for the planned construction
of a sewage treatment plant.
He stated the type o f am

Rather, sewage flows into the next
lagoon before it is ready for trans
fer, Tibbe explain**!- .
. . .

&
ckied upon*bur Wou
contend a measure
m ar/ and secondary treatment, is better than water already in the
which removes 80 to 90% o f the river.
pollutants.
According to Tibbe, the present
Currently, three oxidation la ponds were designed to serve a
goons, which break down organic much smaller college.
and chem ical wastes, handle
Although the type of plant won’t
GVSC’s sewage. The ponds, lo be chosen until the money is ap
cated north of M-45 on 40th propriated, several methods are un
Street, remove 40 to 80% of the der study.
pollutants.
One type is a spray-irrigation
Sewage funnels through 2 ponds, treatment similar to Muskegon's
and the quality of the water im new system, according to Mulder.
proves in each one. The processed Muskegon’s waste water is treated
water is stored in the third lagoon in huge ponds and then sprayed
before it flows into the Grand over farm land.
River.
Mulder said another type under
According to A1 Tibbe, super scrutiny is the standard “primary
visor of the treatment ponds, the and secondary” plant found in
water sewage ponds are ‘‘working most urban areas.
over capacity.” He said that this
Allendale would also be served
doesn’t mean raw wastes are being by
the
proposed
treatment
dumped into the Grand River. facilities.

iSI specialist given
Dr. Michael B. Petrovich, asso
ciate professor of history at the
International Studies Institute, has
been appointed to the FulbrightHeyes panel by the U.S. Depart
ment of Health, Education and
Welfare.
The panel evaluates applications
by American professors to do Doc
toral Dissertations and research
abroad. The panel is composed o f
twelve American scholars and spe
cialists who concentrate in area
studies o f the world.
Petrovich is a specialist in East
ern Europe and he will evaluate all
projects relating to Eastern Europe
and the Soviet Union.
He h as* B.A. inpoltical science
from Shepard College in West V b

HEW appointment
ginia, an M.A. and Ph.D. in U.S.
and Russian History from the Uni
versity of Chicago and has taught
for eight years as professor of the
Balkan studies program at Hope
College.
Petrovich joined the Inter
national Studies Institute last term
as a specialist for Eastern Europe and
administered an International Con
ference on Yugoslav Studies here in
October. As a result of the Confer
ence, Grand Valley was selected as
the agent institution for American
studies in Yugoslavia, representing
325 American institutions of higher
learning.
Petrovich feels that his appoint
ment “is exciting and important”
and can enhance Grand ValteyY
reputation.

S e id m a n ’s

Term E x p ire s;N e w Chairm an N

I William Seidman currently presides as Chairman of
the Board of Control of the Grand Valley State
Colleges. His term of office will expire in the very near
future. At the time of expiration. Governor Milliken
must decide to either reappoint or replace him.
j It is the view of the Lanthom that Seidman should
either resign or be replaced.
We express our opinion with no malice or ill will
toward Mr. Seidman. To his credit, he may be linked to
many positive achievements surrounding Grand Valley’s
development.
Seidman’s duties as an economic adviser to President
Ford are of an obvious great importance to the entire
nation.

To the Editor:
Your latest editorial (the energy
crisis) is well taken. Our natural
resources, to be sure, are being
wasted on unnecessary luxuries.
Why. then, not save a tree by
cutting down the number of copies
of the Lanthom? Everywhere I go
on campus I see an untouched stack
of two-week old Lanthorns. Better
yet, for all of the worthless socalled news that you put out, why
don’t you cease putting out the
Lanthom altogether? Indeed, this

i h » i w wr

greatest contribution

be affective. Volunteer drivers
must be informed of who needs
rides, at what time, and where
people are to be picked up.
I certainly hope to see some solid
thinking on the part of the institu
tion, because I haven’t seen much
from the editor.
-THOMAS SAXE
CAS FRESHMAN
Editor’s note: Ye gods. Thomas - a
thinker you ain’t. Does one really
solve a problem by taking a pet
pcnpectiw and thus passing the

to the Grand Valley community buck? Does gdod old democracy
that you could - and should - have anything to do with the
Earth’s resources? Do those big bad
make.
busses really frighten you? Is the
Sincerely,
Southeast Asia war really over?
321241 Have you ever thought for more
Editor's Note: Aw c’mon Mr. Far than “a few seconds”? Do cows fly,
rell - Where else can an idiot have old pal?
his unsigned “ Letters to the Ed
itor” published free-of-charge?
To The Editor To The Editor:
The GVSC Vets’ Brotherhood
After reading your February 6 would like to state that while the
editorial concerning the energy Genesis concert was a sellout, we
crisis, complete with scare tactics. 1 feel that it was at the expense of
would like to be one of the first to the LUTHER ALLISON concert:
comment. The ridiculousness of
1. The contract with LUTHER
your suggestions surprised me to
ALLISON was signed January
say the least. The implementation
14.
of your proposals would cause
numerous problems, and enforce
2. The agreement with Genesis
ment of such rules would be im
was made January 15.
possible without summoning the
National Guard.
I would think that such gifted
3. Both concerts were approved,
brains as yours would have com
signed and booked by Jeff
plied a list of solutions from a
Brown.
student's perspective, rather than
warnings of “privilage parking’’ in a
4. We feel that the simultaneous
democratic society.
scheduling of two (2) con
Have personally ever tried to ride
certs on the same night is not
the busses in the morning? They are
in the best interest of the
packed, and the schedules and
student body.
routes are incomplete. A larger bus
fleet covering more area is a more
5. The dual booking cost the
optional solution than tuition hikes
S tudents* Activities Fee
with rebates.
Fund about SSOO. 22^ of
Within a matter o f seconds more
every credit hour dollar goes
viable solutions come to mind.
into the fund, paid by
Money appropriated fnyn military
students.
cutbacks in Southeast Asia could be
applied to.institutions, such as ours,
to build reasonably priced housing
6. Does Dome Productions’ con
on or near campus. This would ease
certs have priority over stu
the strain on the construction in
dent organizations' concerts?
dustry as well as lower the number
If so, do the funds raised by
Dome Productions solely ben
efit th e students?
Cm
to

Seidman’s duties as Chairman of the Board of Control
include general supervision of the institution and con
trol and direction of the institution and its functions.
The position is one of great importance to all connected
with the Colleges.
,
Duties in Washington have made difficult Seidman s
task of supervision at GVSC. Members of President
Lubbers’ staff have noted his, “absence at the last
several meetings, as was to be expected.”
t
We of the Lanthom are not surprised by Seidman s
absences.
We would be very surprised if, given his many
responsibilities, he were to continue as Chairman of the
Colleges’ Board of Control.
The importance of the position would seem to
warrant a new Board of Control Chairman.

And about the man’s comment
7. We feel that the Campus Ac
tivities Office should exercise on ‘The Mad Raper’, I think it may
more judgment and control stop a few potential rapers.
over Dome Productions’
One example of having no escort
“big-shot,” to allow student rule was brought to my attention a
organizations on campus to few days ago.
survive.
Several young men were walking
Sincerely,
down my hall with no escort and
- The Veterans’ Brotherhood
open containers of beer. Both are
To the Editor:
illegal. An R.A. happened to be in
February 4, at dinner hour in the the vicinity and they were stopped.
commons, the student council held Perhaps someone was expecting
a question and answer period. A them, but perhaps not. In my opin
man asked if the escort rule could ion, if people aren’t responsible
be changed.
enough to abide by the rules when
In my opinion, it is one of they’re here, what will happen
the more mandatory rules the when they’re gone?
dorms enforce. It should probably
be placed under the “Safety”
How much trouble is it to pro
category.
tect another person’s rights by
Living with 55 other girls on one being asked to be met at the end of
floor is quite an experience. Adding the hall? Not a whole lot seeing as
at least one male per female would your own rights may be protected
cause chaos. And the thought of the same way at another time.
walking down the halls and seeing
two or three guys hanging around a
You wouldn’t necessarily waik
doorway gives me the willies. And into your partner’s house uninvited.
how many uninvited and unwanted Lots of girls have some valuable
visitors will we have?
belongings in their rooms that
What about the girls who aren’t aren't quite as safe as they would
used to having boys in their homes, be with an escort rule. I hope I have
having no brothers? I am quite used made my point clear.
to having brothers around, but
Thank you.
some girls may not appreciate the
- G. Boyce
invasion on their floor!

v io r n
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D o c t o r ’s Bag

QUESTION: I use oral contracep
tives. One of the benefits is the
menstrual regularity with which I
can predict accurately when each
period will start. I wonder if it
would be harmful to use oral con
traceptives to alter the length of my
cycle. For example suppose if I
don’t want a period to fall on a
weekend can I take extra pills and
extend the cycle for a few days?
Would this cause harm or discom
fort? How far could a period be
stretched in this fashion?
ANSWER: There is no reason why
a woman could not vary the ap
pearance of her period by taking
birth control pills for a longer time
before stopping them. The so-called
period with the pills is actually
artificial and is caused by a change
in hormone levels when the pill is
stopped. For convenience sake and
the establishment of a routine, the
manufacturers package these pills in
dispensers to encourage regular use.
If you choose to have a cycle other
than what comes with the pre
packaged arrangement, ask your
physician to prescribe a contracep
tive which can be packaged as a
large number of tablets in an ordi
nary pill bottle. Thus, if you took
the pills for 25 or 30 days instead
of the usual 20-21 days and then
cease taking them, you would have

the longer period if you desire. It
would probably not be possible to
eliminate your period entirely as
some break-through bleeding would
occur after a few months of con
tinued use. In no way should this
alternate form of using birth con
trol pills pose a hazard but I must
warn you that many people are
incredibly dense about keeping
track of events and failure to take a
pill each day will enhance the pos
sibility of inadvertent pregnancy.

In a burst of conceptual creativity,
some students of human behavior
have labeled such excessive nose
manipulating a form of symbolic
masturbation. I think a simpler
view might be that it is a localized
form of “the more you itch, the
more you scratch, the more you
itch” phenomenon and it is fed into
by anxiety.
Your boyfriend seems to have
the situation under pretty good

Club holds literature lunch

QUESTION: My boyfriend and I
have been living together now for
three months. Before this, we went
together for over a year. In all the
time we went together, I never
noticed an annoying habit of his
until we started living together. He
is constantly picking his nose. He
never does this in front of people
when they are at our apartment or
when we are out in public, but he
does it often in front of me. I find
this very embarrassing and would
like to know why a person does this
and how the habit can be broken.
ANSWER: Human beings seem to
have a big thing about holes in their
body, what is put into these holes
and what comes out of them. Men
and women of varying age, educa
tional background and socioeco
nomic status are plagued by the
accumulation of dried mucus and
other debris in the lower end of
their noses. From the time psychomotor skills develop to a sufficient
level In late Infancy or early child

hood, human beings universally use
an appropriately sized digit to re
move such debris.
Some people pick their noses to
an excessive degree beyond what
appears to serve any useful purpose.

Veto o v e rrid e frees O l fu n d s
(CPS) - Vietnam-era veterans
should now find making ends meet
while going to school a little easier.
Their lot was improved recently
when Congress overrode President
Ford’s veto of the Vietnam Era
Vetera ns- Readj us*rr.ent Assistance
Act, also known as the GI Bill.
The principle clause of the bill
provided a 22.7 per cent increase in
financial benefits for veterans at
tending school. The boost raised
from $220 to $270 the amount a
single veteran attending school re
ceives each month. A married vet
eran will receive $321 instead of
$261 and a married veteran with a
child will receive $366 instead of
$298 a month.
The other major portion of the
bill extended the number of
months a veteran may pursue a
standard undergraduate college de
gree to 45, a nine-month addition
which does not apply to post
graduate work.
Veterans covered by the act in
clude four million personnel who
served from 1955 to 1966 in the
Korea* War and another seven mulion veterans who served since
August, 1964* during the Vietnam
In addition to financial
the bill established a supplementary
loan program under s f i h eligible
obtain a loan not to

control if he never does it when he
is in public or while there are guests
at your place. One of the difficult
things people have to get used to
when they live with each other is
being frank about matters that
make them uncomfortable. I'm not
sure why you are embarrassed to
discuss this matter with him. He
would probably be more than will
ing to accommodate you by picking
his nose in private.

exceed $600 per academic year and
liberalized the tutorial assistance
program under which veterans may
receive individual tutorial help. The
time period that such assistance is
available has been increased from 9
to 12 months, and the maximum
monthly payment Jias been in
creased from $50 to $60.
Also under the new bill a veteran
need only be 10% disabled to re
ceive vocational rehabilitation in
stead of the previous 30%.
Even with the increased benefits,
however, some veterans have said
the bill falls short of education
costs and docs not compare equally
with benefits World War II veterans
received.
_ .
As it stands now, according to
Dean Phillips, board member of the
National Association of Concerned
Veterans. ‘T he man drawing un
employment can get up to S400 per
month while the vet going to colte e would be able to receive
$270 ”
“Are the priorities in our society
so warped,** asked Phillips, “that a
man who serves his county can
come beck and collect more lor not
working and not going t0
than for going to school under the
GI Bill?**
For specifics o f the bill, veterans
' u t urged to contact the “vet rep
or theV eteran’s AfWis Office on

BY PAT PEARSON
The CAS English Department
and the English Club will continue
to present its free program. Litera
ture and Lunch, every Tuesday
noon throughout the rest of Winter
term.
In honor of George Washing-

ton’s birthday, volunteering stu
dents will read the play. George
Washington Crossing the Delaware,
on February 18.
All students are invited to bring
their lunch and attend the one-hnur
programs which are held in the 221
Lounge of the Commons.

Spittle chug nets $1 0 0
(CPS) - Drinking 11 ounces of
chewing tobacco spit may never
beat streaking in popularity but it
has earned an Oregon State Univer
sity student SI00.
Taking a dare from his Delta Tau
Delta fraternity brother, soph
omore Tim Lee agreed to swallow a
spittle full of “chew brew,’’ the spit
remains of chewing tobacco, for the
$100 reward, and of course, the
glory.
The dare began when Lee and
John Heller were driyingback from
yen

Lee had lost money while Heller
had won. so Heller proposed the
event. The only stipulation was that
Lee could net throw up for an
hour. Despite prodding from 25
onlookers Lee lasted the hour and
even feit fine the next day.
“He almost threw it up two or
three times,” said Heller, “and I
tried to psyche him into doing it.
But after a while, 1 figured he
deserved the money.”
“ 1*11 drink anything for the right
reward,” said Lee. “If the price is

***•<
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Viewpoint
Grand Valley has eroded over the
last four years. Some of the causes
can be attributed to easing of ad
mission policies, and related policy
difficulties. But part of the problem
stems from the nature of p ’owth.
Next year, space and facilities on
Grand Valley's campus will seri
ously affect the quality of educa
tion. The adequate housing and
support of Grand Valley’s esti
mated 1975-76 enrollment and pro
grams will require a multi-million
dollar building program. To provide
Grand Valley with facilities and
space equal with Ferris or other
colleges of similar size would re
quire the building of:
I . One classroom building
2. One auditorium with seating
of between 1500 and 3000
3. One new science building
4. One administrative building
5. Expansion of the library
6. A two-million dollar expan
sion of athletic and recrea
tional facilities.

faculty, and the impersonal feelings
created by the unbelievably high
influx of new students. (Approx
imately 1400 Freshmen and 800 to
1000 other new students per year
for a total of 2200 new students).
More important than the students’
reaction to growth are the effects
of growth on the admission policies
and academic standards of the
institution.
The admission standards of
Grand Valley have continually
slackened in the last ten years, to
Hm' > nnint
that
we nnenlv
state in
r ---------------•
*
obnoxious TV commercials ‘ easy
admissions." Is growth more im
portant than quality education? To
Dave Porter. Presklent of Student help satisfy the policies of growth
Congress, was asked for his views and still maintain high academic
on the growth of Grand Valley standards. Grand Valley established
S ta te Colleges.
programs uesigncu to uiiicicm iaic
In recent Lanthom articles and between taking classes and degreein conversations with students, fac seeking status. ! fully support the
ulty and staff, concern has been General Academic Program (Project
expressed about the areas of ad Make-lt), Access and other pro
missions, academic standards and grams designed to provide college
general growth patterns of Grand opportunity to the disadvantaged
Valley. These CGSivvmiS uTv long or returning student. But these pol
over due. In the four years 1 have icies are being confused and, in the
attended Grand Valley the ad rush to grow, diluted. Too often
ministration has placed high prior students involved in these valid
ity and allocated considerable time programs are being accepted or
and money to policies designed to even encouraged to transfer to de
guarantee Grand Valley growth. As gree-seeking status without proper
a result, enrollment has increased indication of the student’s aca
by almost 3000 students in the last demic capabilities from either high
three years. The growth secures school records or complete partic
Grand Valley’s future, but not with ipation in one of the special pro
out a price. The administration grams. This is unfair to the student

The administration has plans for
ail these buildings but in the fore
seeable future only the new class
room building will be added to
Grand Valley’s campus. Completion
of the additional building will re
quire substantial tuition increases
(say five to ten dollars per credit)
or substantial increases in state
funds. Neither is very likely.

The effects of growth on the
student .'ire difficult to evaluate.
For myself, ! fee! somewhat con
fused by the ever shifting offices,
the continual introduction of new

but this is based on readily available
material and polite objection has
been made before with no effect.
To insure quaiity education and
establish controlled growth I pro
pose the following guidelines.

Pass

policies and growth on the aca
demic standards of what used to be
referred as “The Harvard of the
Midwest” are predictable and un
fortunate. Academic quality at

I realize my opinions are sharp

1. That growth be limited to 57.
per year
2. That the stated policies of the
Special Program be adhered
to by all academic units
3. That students admitted under
the Special Programs be per
mitted to transfer to degree
seeking status only after prop
er indication of the student's
academic capabilities
4. That a clear definition of aca
demic progress be developed
and adhered to by all aca
demic units
5. That the ratio of monies
spent on sports and academics
be maintained as established
in the 1973-74 financial year
(approximately 1:45.000. or
<•_ _
%
evu y u v s i a u i ra rp*v.>lamV
IU I
sports S45.000 is spent on
instructional and depart
mental research and/or cither
e d u c a tio n a l services; the
1973-74 Financial Report
GVSC).
6. That the ratio of scholarship
above financial need be main
tained as established in the
1974-75 financial year (ap
proximately 1:2.5 or for every
dollar spent on athletic schol
arships S2.50 is spent on aca
demic scholarship, based on
$ 60, 000.00 spent on athletics
and S I50,000.00 spent on
a c a d e m ic s c h o la r s h ip
1974-75).
By a d o p tin g
«ttid?!ines the
academic future of Grand Valley
will be revived. At present. Grand
Vaiiey still provides a superb educa
tion. My proposal is to guarantee
the future.

thedonuts, please

BY DRU BRIGGS
Did you know that GVSC stu
dents, faculty and staff consume
700 donuts daily?
David Rooker, CAS senior,
known as “the donut man’’ to Saga
Food Services, arrives every morn
ing at 5:50 a.m. to make donuts for
the GVSC community.
The ingredients used each day
are 40 pounds of dry donut mix, 17
pounds of water, and 10 pounds of
grease. The total process, including
mixing the batter, deep-frying the
donuts, applying frosting and sugar
and cleaning up, takes about 2
hours per day.
The 700 donuts are divided

among the Student Center, re
ceiving 240 donuts; downstairs
Commons, 160; and dorm students,
300 donuts.
The d o n u t machine makes
donut-making a continuous process,
producing about 40 donuts every
2Vi minutes and 100 in about 6
minutes.
Rooker states that the consump
tion of donuts this term has
dropped, however. “Last term I was
making 860 donuts per day.’’ When
asked what was the record amount
of donuts he has made in one day,
he casually replied, “ 1,890 donuts
for Parents’ Weekend. It took me
about 6 hours.*’

M A M U C T K U B R IC K S

Bunuel said it is the
only film about what the
modem world really means.

P a rk in g v io la to rs bew are
BY FRANK MUSTO
write tickets** said Kassel, adding
Parking violations have become “this applies- to students, faculty
the number one problem on the and administrators.*’
Alex is one of four student secu
Grand Valley campus, according to
A lex Kassel, student security rity supervisors whose jobs were
created to ease the increasing bur
supervisor.
“On an average day between den o f the campus police.
The only solution Alex sees to*
11:00 a.m. and 12:00 noon 1*11
write about twenty-five tickets,** the parking problem is strict en
forcement o f the campus rules, and
said Kassel.
for
him that means writing more
Alex views his job with mixed
feelings. He likes working with the tickets.
campus police but he doesn't like
Student security supervisors’ re
writing parking tickets.
sponsibilities are two-fold: to main
’It's., very demoralizing to see tain building security after hours
parking illegally whan they
and to ^write
lam w al I’m o u t them to

i
NOW SHOVING.
(D aily 2 :0 0 , 4 :3 0 ,
mmm£ 0 0 ^ * 3 0 -
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In service of His Majesty: the easy life
BY BERTRAND RUSSELL
Hi there! Come on in. Have a
tittle drinkee. The sun has just set
over my slippers and Ella is sitting
on the fence, so do you know what
time it is? Time to get the fence
fixed! So, kick off your mucklucks.
sit in the tea, and Til tell you young
buckos a tale of the sea.
When I was a young man in His*
Majesty's Service, it was easy to
enlist all the young hardees that
were needed to keep jolly old Eng
land afloat. Two scoops of ice
cream in mine, please. Things are
different now, though. These
youngsters have no eye for aes
thetics. In the old days, all they
needed to do to round up enough
swurvy scalliwags to scuttle a
schooner was promise us all the
grogging and flogging we could
handle - and I’ve always been a
man who knows his limits.
But what about my younger
readers out there who might want
to play sailor? It’s easy. Just wait
until mommy and daddy go out,
empty ail the food from your hrigidaire, climb inside, and carefully
secure the hatch. Dive! Dive! Fif
teen men on an iceman’s chest! Yo
ho ho and a bottle of ouzo.
The stars, the stars, the stars are
a sailc-’s compass. Red light in the
night, sailors take delight; red light
on top of a police car, sailors take
flight.
Who’s been into my straw
berries? There’ll be Caine to raise.
So went those halycon days be
fore the coming of no-fault in
surance. No-fault insurance - it
starts so innocently - a dented

fender, some busted glass, that fatal
scream that I head last. It settles
out of court and soon it grows and
grows into an incredibly ruinous
force in Western Civilization.
In simple layman’s terms, no
fault insurance is destroying the
tenuous relationship between cause
and effect. What do all these men in
briefcases want with us? What
exactly do they mean by the term
“no-fault?” Ten centuries of Eng
lish Common Law have success
fully proven that someone’s always
at fault, even if it takes decades of
litigation to sort the matter out.
Systematically over the years, a
priori relationships are falling apart.
First it was no-fauii insurance, then
no-fault divorce - next we’ll be
seeing no-fault termite inspection,
and who knows where it will end.
What about no-fault suicide? How
do you think I got up here, by
eating my lunch on the tram
tracks? The time has come to ask
ourselves, who is to blame. Who is
to blame for the chipping away of
thousands of years of carefully con
strued Aristotilian thought? Who is
to blame? Well, don’t look at me.
It’s certainly not my fault. Alfred
North Whitehead had it last.
Queeg, where are my metal balls?
What do you mean by that, Mr.
Christian?

Renee Descartes and 1 discussed
this very matter last waakend '

analytical terms. Renee had just
h
returned from the Serengetti |
where he had been involved for
past two months in carrying tl
message of geometry to all
short little people. And what

imals they were! Not a one of them
knew what sort of sauce to baste a
baked halibut with. As we sat con
centrating over a round of twohanded pundit, 1 distracted my
partner long enough to sneak a
pack of Camels from my jersey
pocket. It’s not that I’m a stingy
man, but it’s a long way between
machines in these parts.
I reached for my matches, but
found that I had none. The dil
emma was overpowering. What was
1 to do. I had no other choice but
to confide in my partner, who was
quick to come to my aid.
“The way I see it,” began Renee,
“we have h e r e mIiviiivi prune ex
ample of the action/reaction prin
ciple.” Renee was, of course, not as
fluent as usual, but that was only
because his English is rusty, and no
one speaks French in outer space.
That, combined with the limpness
of the joints due to zero pressure
could harm a man for life. Des
cartes explained slowly that since
my removing a cigarette from the
pack could be viewed as an action,
the desired reaction - the lighting
of such - might be logically ex-

Well, dear readers, 1 am not one
to usually abide by that sort of
gibberish, but my worthy opponent
had caught me in a logical antith
esis, and what was 1 to do? I had to
follow through on this clumsy gag.
“Now,” said Renee, in so many
words, “lay both the pack and the
single cigarette on your left palm,
and try with all your might to
gauge their cumulative weight.” No
sooner had I opened my palm as
prescribed, however, when the ras
cal snatched the loose cigarette
from my hand, and placed it in his
mouth. “There!” he exclaimed.
"Aii your problems are solved.”
I was seized with a fit of wonder
ment. Not since my apprenticeship
with Juan Matus had anything
amazed me so much, for Renee
Descartes — the sorcerer’s sorcerer
- had, with a single movement of
his arm, made my palm one cig
arette lighter.
(If you have any questions about
astronomy for Mr. Russell, or
would simply like him out of the
way, please address yourself to
ASTRONOMY TODAY, c/o the
^
—m ——^
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Classified Ads
Pius Ezsh needs a place to stay, near
campus, before next term. If you need a
s. eaN 461-3646 (or 3121 after
6 :0 0 )

Lost: OoM Wedding Band, 1889. Great
Grandmother's - much »entimental *■»yg* ituoifd (2 6 or moft.
bZAMp

fo o d

A cam pus lib ra ry opens 24 hours
.
u/iomNSIN that students should be able to use
MILWAUKEE, WIS
*
library to study, read a mag-|
ARTH NEWS) - If you « one of ™
£ ,
records ..any time
le many students dissatisfied with
•
^

le limited hours most campus
Draries are open, you mign
.teres,ed in a new pohcy at the
hiveisity of Wisconsin campus
ere.
...
The campus library is no* °Pe.
4 h o u r s a day, seven days
^
! " S l e w f T i s « i b i e for
he^rotmd-the-clock open..,on. says

s fu f

■

^
Jtudentl work a„a have
^ d e ly varying schedules, especially
^
yurbVn ‘ommuter caropus like
^ " awaukee Roselle explains.!
a « additional feature of the 24-1
library is the,round-the-clock!
availabUity of a computer which
students may use upon completion
o. a training program.
I

OPEN 10a.m. to 1a.m.
Closed Sundays
Y o u r fr io n d ly convonionco »*«r»
south o f cam pu s on 42 d A v o
acro ss from tho w a te r to w ar

w ith d ra w s countor-torrorlsts
“luck” so far in avoiding terrorist |
CPS/ENS) - The International attacks, and then warned that “the
siness M achines Company future will be less benign for IBM.
iM) has abandoned a course
The course outline also warned
executives in anti-terrorism,
that in addition to violent acts of
ing the course material was bombing, arson, and kidnapping,
bjectionable.”
. . . . ihe corporation can expect in
The course was prepared tor idwi creasing radical-led political activity
the International Association of
within its labor force.
iefs of Police, and called for
In withdrawing from the course,
ablishment of a countenntel- IBM’s management said only that
ence group to coordinate IBM * many references in it were ob
[ponse to acts o f terrorism.
jectionable or offensive and that
The 12-day course was given to the course outline does not repre
i IBM security executives earlier sent the corporation’s policies, a t- j
month in Glen Cove. N.Y The titudes. or concerns.
IBM r
Good Tires
Call 6 ^ - 0 4 '

hevy Impala 2S3.
r ^ or be? ° £ cr
*ha

S e e r &

P i z x a

t

Special
r.*»

.75 o # f a n y P i M o A B o o r ( t 2 p a e k J , or
.50 off any Pfxxa A B««r (6 pock)

.15 discount on warm 12 pock of
Busch and Budwaisar
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Community Affairs

Election,

D a n c e ,a nd Dinner highlight w ee

attending school on any given cam tonight to get your votes in. Look
pus. Yesterday they had an elec over the ballot carefully, find your
tion. When all the votes were count candidate, and cast your vote. Re
ed they discovered that only 101 of member every vote counts. Your
the 151 students voted. Candidate vote could possibly be the vote that
A received 61 votes and Candidate will decide the outcome of this
Elections for the six vacant posi B received only 40 votes. “A” won election.
It seems as though i made a little
tions of the Student Congress start the election. Let’s also say from
ed yesterday. Reading through the personally talking with each of the slip in my column last week con
Student Congress Constitution, I fifty people that did not vote that cerning the Black Student Coalition
14 would have voted for “A” and soul food dinner and dance. Dis
noticed a number of interesting
things that can be very powerful if 34 would have voted for “ B”. If all regard what you read last week and
applied in the right manner by the the students would have voted, dig on this:
The Black Student Coalition is
right six students.
these votes would definitely have
I know there are a number of made a difference. Candidate B putting on a soul food dinner and
you that didn’t vote; some of you would have won the election by I dance for the students of GVSC.
probably forgot to vote; some of vote: 76 to 75. Let’s go on to say That means everyone is invited.
you probably think your votes that all these people voted except You don’t have to have soul to
won’t make a “hell of a dif you and your roommate, and you attend. There will be a guest speak
ference,” and the rest just don't and your roommate favored Candi er present. Also your parents are
care. (Oh, and a few of you don’t date B. In this event Candidate A invited up to eat a little soul food
have the time. I must not leave you would have won by one vote. That and dance a bit or just sit back and
people out.)
would definitely make your vote listen to the beautiful and funky
Well, if voting for your candidate the decisive factor in the election. sounds of Grand Rapids’ most pop
slipped your mind yesterday, you This is possible, and it could hap ular band, “Wall Street” . We are
still have all day today to get out to pen to you.
going to have a swinging time. Say,
vote.
If you don’t think you have time why don’t you and your date make
For those of you who think your to vote between classes or during it a point to come to the Student
vote isn’t important, just consider your lunchbreak, cut a class. This is Center Multi-Purpose Room Satur
the following situation:
a very important election. It’s for day night at 7:30 to move and
Let’s say there are 151 students you. You have until 8:00 p.m. groove with us.
One more thing, donation will be
$1.50 per person.
Jeff Brown of Dome Productions
is
starting to become the “talk of
$67.50 a day.
BY JOHN RODRIGUEZ
When the strikers increased in the town.” It appears that Brown is
“Viva La Huelga, Viva La Causa,
Cesar Si Teamsters No!” are cries number at the grape fields, the deliberately working against the
Shout the San Joaquin police took over where the gangs student om nim tions instead o f for
other areas of C*tt- left off. As a ferittt, 4,000 strikers
Tdmlif. These cries come from the were arrested during the “bloody
United Farm Workers under the summer of ’73;” several were beat
direction of Cesar Chavez. Since the en, 17 were wounded, and 2 were
first strike, the U.F.W. has grown in killed. With the deaths of these
membership. Not only does it two, the Boycott Campaign started.
consist of farm workers, but state The Boycott Committee is con
officials and clergymen as well. centrated in the cities, where in
More and more U.F.W. organ formation is given to the consumer.
izations have spread throughout
Statistics given by the Michigan
the states. Their main purpose is Liquor Commission state that the
to raise funds and support for the sales of Gallo wines have dropped
U.F.W.
by li.1% and Italian Swiss Col
Students have often asked how ony’s have risen 44.1%. These prove
the Grape Strike started. The whole that the consumer is “staying
story began when the U.F.W. con away” from the Gallo wines.
tracts expired, and the farmworkers
T h e B o y c o tt C om m ittee
weren’t consulted. Overnight, the (U.F.W.) also has an organization
contracts were turned over to the on campus. La Lucha and the Boy
Teamsters, and the farmworkers cott Committee will distribute leaf
were told to join the Teamster* |f lets in regards to the U.F.W. If you
they failed to meet the demand, have questions about the Farm
they would lose their jobs and be workers, contact Mike johnston,
evicted from “Los Campos”.
phone 241-2377.
A total of 70 families were
evicted from the Gallo Camp, and
out of 176 workers, 134 walked off
the job. The Teamsters, on the
other hand, hired ex-convicts, mem
bers of the Hells Angels, and thugs
to break the picket lines. It was
later discovered that they were paid

»Y CLSO CHIP, ML

UFVV Boycott Continues

the student. All groups that per
form on this campus must go
through Brown. He has to sign the
contracts. Budget fees will not fund
a group if there will be a conflicting
concert the same night. The reason
for this is to help guarantee the
repayment of the funds allocated to
these organizations to bring their
group to you.
Well, January 14 Jeff Brown
signed a contract permitting the
Veterans’ Brotherhood to bring
Luther Allison to GVSC on Feb
ruary 2. The very next day, (Jan
uary 15) Brown made an agreement
with Genesis to appear in the Fieldhouse, also on February 2. The
Luther Allison concert lost a con
siderable amount of money. This
money doesn’t come out of the
Veterans’ Brotherhood budget but
out of Student Activities’ fees, so
this lit the fuse there. Student
Congress was also shaken up by
this. Student Congress feels that the
student should have first priority.
Dome Productions is supposed to
be for the students. When Dome
Productions starts running com
petitions with student groups or
organizations there should be some
thing done about it. This problem
can easily be solved if Brown will
agree to respect student group
activities and not book a famous
name band on the same dates as
student concerts.

MINSKYS IS COMING !1

NO COVER
MON.-THUR$.

PITCHER MIGHT
EVERY
WEDNESDAY
PRICE

w sn

FOOD IN THt EVENING

WeWe lowered
ew
r price* on
pitcher A cover
F
charge’s

Pass tha bod
(CPS) - The chairmen of the
anatomy departments at three pri
vate medical schools in the Wash
ington, D.C. area have made a
public appeal in the Washington
Post for more bodies.
The chairmen asked Post readers
to consider donating their bodies to
science “so that others may live,”
citing a critical shortage of cadavers
for medical student use.
Similar r* ’ *;r.
_\-n ep \fted at me:*) ~ . v
;
:-ie
country.

Entmrtvlnmmnt
NSshtlv
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WINTER CARNIVAL
A Tradition Reborn
February 10-23

Feb. 13

Tonite
Pizza Party - Village inn(Alpine)
Sponsored by 6VSC Concort Bend

Feb. IS

Dance

Black Student Coalition

From 9 -1a .m . in C.C.Multi Purpose Room 75c Single, St Couple
Feb. 1 6 ,17,18

Old time Film Festival
Student Congress and Campus Activities
Admission: 75( 8:15 Lake Huron Hall

Feb. 20

Feb. 21

Feb. 16

Walt Disney Presents
Featuring Dumbo and Cartoons

Feb. 17

Marx Brothers

Feb. 18

Comedy Review
Charlie Chaplin
Abott and Costello
W.C. Fields

Yellow jacket Night
Skating Party - Music by WSRX
Delta Sigma Phi
Campus Center Pond

Feb. 2 1 -2 3

Winter Olympics
Delta Sigma Phi
Broom Ball, 21—23rd

Figaro Skating Contest, 21st

Downhill and Cress-country Ski Racing, 22nd
Inner-Tube Races
Entry Forms available at Buzz 206

Feb. 22 P . i

Dance
Delta Sigma Phi
Paid ter by Stadent Fee Budget

Speed Skating, 21st

Open Hockey, 22nd
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STUDENT CONGRESS
CO-CHAIRPERSON

CANDIDATES

MARILYN HEILER
Right now I hold the position of Secretary of Student
Congress. The reason I am running for co-chairperson is
that I have had the opportunity to observe Dave Porter,
President and Frank Musto, co-chairperson, and I feel
that I know the duties that the job of co-chairperson
will involve.
The first of these duties will be attending the Student
Congress meetings. I have attended all Student Congress
meetings for Fall and Winter term. By attending Student
Congress meetings I have gained an insight into what
projects Student Congress will be undertaking this term
and next term. Some of the projects are why a tuition
increase is being planned by the administration, a
complaint and referral service, revising of dorm entry
policy and Winter Carnival.
The second most important duty is the willingness to
participate and head up projects. I have volunteered to

help with the I Care Weekend, and have volunteered
along with Nancy Seawater to be responsible for the
film festival of February 16, 17, and 18 which is part of
the Winter Carnival schedule for February 10-22.
The third most important requirement is to be aware
of.what is happening on Grand Valley s campus. I have
attended all but one of Robinson House Council
meetings, have attended most of the Food Committee
meetings, and have attended a couple of Fee Budget
meetings.
I, Marilyn Heiler, am running for the position of
co-chairperson. I came to Grand Valley as a freshman in
the fall of ’73. My hometown is St. Clair Shores, which
is near Detroit. I am in the College of Arts and Sciences
and plan to major in Political Science. I lived in the
dorms last year and presently reside in Robinson Hall.
- Marilyn Heiler

JEFF DONG VILLO
I am Jeff Dongvillo a 22-year-old Political Science
major in CAS. I transferred to GVSC winter term of ’73
as a second-term sophomore. 1 was a commuter that
term, a resident of Kistler House spring term ’73, and a
resident of Robinson House summer term ’73. I am
currently a commuter student from Grand Rapids.
Before returning to GVSC last month, I had been out of
school for a year and four months during which time I
was working in the Ludington area and was an unsuc
cessful candidate in the 33rd State Senate District
primary this last August. 1 am currently a member of
the Mason County Democratic Party executive com
mittee and the 9th Congressional District executive
committee. On campus i am a participating member of
the GVSC Model United Nations program and hopefully
a member of the GVSC crew team.
What about Jeff Dongvillo. candidate for VicePresident? Why is he running? It is my opinion that
students should have a direct input into all phases of
college planning and policy making that directly affect
student growth and development, life and interaction.
Students are the prime objects and intended immediate
beneficiaries of college planning and policy making, of
all college operations.
The preamble of the charter of the All-College
Student Congress states that the GVSC students have
established the A.C.S.C. “ to promote the welfare and
progress of the college; to establish an effective and

efficient form of student government which will provide
for discussion and resolution of student problems,
concerns, and ideas; and to provide the leadership
necessary for an inspiring and rewarding student life on
campus.’’
Emerson once wrote, “Government has been a fossil:
it should be a plant.” 1 say that our student congress is
too often a fossil, a mold or model of something dead,
something that is not functioning. It should be; it must
be a plant, an organization that is alive and serving the
students as well as the whole college community.
The student congress needs to widen its scope of
concern beyond student activities and entertainment. It
must continue and broaden its involvement in the areas
of plant operations, safety, administrative policy mak
ing, budget cutbacks, curriculum modification, aca
demic standards, teacher evaluation, concerns and con
flicts between the various colleges, tuition costs and
scholarships, etc.
These, I believe are the needs and should be the
concerns of the students and their congress. It is
written, “ No institution will be better than the institutor.” We, the students at GVSC have instituted the
A.C.S.C. I want to be a good institutor. I believe I am
able and I want to work for the students of GVSC by
being a Vice-President in our congress. I need and would
appreciate your vote and support in this election.
—Jeff Dongvillo
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SPECIAL ELECTIONS
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBERS(at large)
BOB MICHAEL
One must assume anyone trying to become involved
in the workings of Grand Valley’s student government
does it because he wishes to be involved. Well students,
this reason also applies to myself. Here at Grand Valley
I find myself in a position to become involved, I will no
longer feel I am being left out. That you can say, is one
of my biggest reasons. As 1 look at the workings of even
the small local government I find myself lost in a world
of unknowns.
Another reason I have for becoming involved in
school government is to be a medium between the

Student Government and the students themselves. As of
right now this is my third term at Grand Valley and I
find myself not knowing what is going on here of things
that do concern me. I believe I should put mysell in a
position to let the students know what is being done
that can affect the lives here at Grand Valley.
Rather than bore you with repetitious reasons as to
my intentions, I would like to say it is now 2:00 in the
A.M. I’m tired and would like to go to bed, good night.
- Bob Michael

CLEO CULP & MIKE HUDSON
The slate of Cleo Culp and Mike Hudson has had
some difficulty in writing this ad. Both of us know why
we’re running for office but neither of us really knows
how to give all tnose noble reasons, i.e., being active in
student affairs, trying to give a voice in student
government to as many people as possible, etc. . . •
without sounding like some slick politician. Between the
two of us we have no public relations experience
whatsoever and we don’t know how to tell you about all

the things we do (Black Student Coalition, Veterans’
Brotherhood, writing for the Lanthom) without being
trite and trivial. So rather than bore you people with all
the usual campaign hype we’ve decided to just say
••Vote for us ’cause we’re nice people.” Of course that
in itse lf is a bunch o f h y p e . A c tu a lly w e ’ re a c o u p le or

power-hungry people who are trying to get more power.
So vote for us.
- Cleo Culp and Mike Hudson

Additional Candidates

ALEX CHILDS
LIZBETH BRATZLER
RUSSELL MIDDLETON
The following candidate, are running»

1. Marilyn Heller { e o - C h a i r p e r e o n ) .
Russell Middleton tmember at large)

A

A

Ticket 2. Michael Hudson(member at large)
Cleo Culp(member at large)
AS

INDEPENDENTS

L

Lizbeth Bratzler (member at large)
Je£f Dongvillo (co~6hairperson)
Alex Childs (member at Urge)
Robert Michels (member at large)

L

P

i.

O

L

T

E
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by Garry Trudeau

DOONES8 URY
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WASHINGTON - Last week it
was reported in the newspapers that
a Saudi Arabian sheik made an
offer to buy the Alamo. Texas’
most revered shrine. It seems Sheik
Al-Aharis AI-Hamdan contracted a
Houston lawyer: told him his son
had been in San Antonio and had
been taken with the beauty o f the
famed Texas fort and, since he
loved his son very much, he wanted
to buy it for him.
The attorney immediately con
tacted Gov. Dolph Briscoe and was
informed the Alamo was not for
sale. This came as a surprise, since
this is the first time since the oil
crisis that anyone in the United
States has refused to sell something
to an Arab sheik.
But I'm sure there will be other
calls from the Middle East con
cerning our monuments.
“T h a lia Sheik Abdullah Ben

wedding gift for my daughter. What
would you suggest?”
‘‘Wal, Sheik, how about a price
less diamond necklace and tiara?”
”1 had something a little more
sentimental in mind. When my
daughter was a schoolgirl she visited
the Mormon Tabernacle in Salt
Lake City.”
“Yes?”
‘‘1 would like to buy it for her.”
“I’ll check it out for you, Sheik
- one Mormon Tabernacle. Let me
ask you this. If for some reason it’s
not for sale could

------ZfP
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Forget the A la m o
Art
B u ch w a ld
second choice?”
“She also said she like Yosemite
National Park.”
“ Right. If I can’t get Yosemite,
do you think she’d take the Yellow
stone National Park instead?”
“My daughter didn’t say any
thing about Yellowstone. It has no
sentimental value for her.”
“What about Las Vegas, Sheik?
It would be kind of fun when she
cuts open the wedding cake to find
the deed inside.”
“it’s too frivolous. My daughter
to a vary serious person. Could you

tell me how much they’re asking
for St. Patrick’s Cathedral?”
“Not offhand, but I’ll call the
cardinal this afternoon and see if
he’ll accept an offer. You wouldn’t
consider the Metropolitan Museum
of Art as an alternate-would you?”
“Sheik A1 Rumallah gave his
daughter an art museum last
month. I want to do something
better for my child, who is twice as
beautiful.”
“ I gotcha’. You want something
tasteful but different than the run—
- “tresent.

STYLE

I’ll tell you what’s really nice - the
Suprem e C o u rt Building in
Washington.”
“No, I believe that is more for a
boy. I want something that has a
little romance to it.”
“ T here’s always the Grand
Canyon.”
“I think that’s a little showy.”
“What about Princeton Uni
versity?”
“Hmnn. That’s not a bad idea.
But I’ll be honest with you. If I’m
going to buy her a school, I’d rather

*

**

AMU MAD
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Now Appearing:

California Special

Coming Soon:

Midnight Special
Griginai Cast
Round Houso
Jasmine Tree
Ouinn
Karisma

[7730 -20th Ave
Jettison, Mich
THE LAYER LOOK
Short Hair with a Long
Styled look

buy her Oxford. It has a more
antique feeling to it.”
“I don’t want to knock the
British, but I hear Oxford is really
run-down. She would have to spend
a lot of her own money fixing it up.
With Princeton the upkeep is
cheaper and she can move right in
tomorrow.”
“I am not interested in bargains.
This is my eldest daughter and price
•c
na okiopf
a«9law
wjvva* ”
“Of course. Well, I think I have a
good idea of the ball park we’re
talking about. I’ll make a few calls
and get back to you.”
“Thank you. By the way, what
news do you have about my offer
to buy Grant’s Tomb for my
grandson?”
“I’m working on it. Sheik. I’m
working on it.”
Copyright 1975, Los Angeles
Times

Every Monday:

CountryAnd
ue Grass Music

Drink*

walk in, or by
appointment
Mt. 457-0840

Wtathorhood
Cobbogo Crik
Song Bird
OPEN DAILY at 3:00 pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS
No Cover Sunday thru Thursday
Every Wednesday - ladies Night
Special Prices for the girls
i M i: Tatont Showcase. 2:00 pjn. to 2*00 ajn.
B g »t top groups performing. Arranged and
prafciced by Thomas Entenainmant. No

^dgvoPa
DrwCode. Friday.Saturday,Sunday

<
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“JOY OF SEX” FOR CHILDREN: (EARTH NEWS)
- What may tum out to be the most controversial book
of 1975 is a children’s book called “Show Me.” Its
editor, Paul De Angelis of St. Martin's Press, describes it
as a sort of “Joy of Sex” for children.
The book, which features Serge and eieg^nt photos of
lots of naked kids, is designed as a serious sex education
manual. The big difference between it and other
attempts is that fhe photos depict children engaged in
what some folks will almost certainly consider porno
graphic activities.
In a style written for children, the text discusses the
entire range of human sexuality in blunt, no-nonsense
language. De Angelis admits that the book will stir
controversy when it’s released in May. But he says the
publisher is confident that it will pass all legal tests, and
major retailers are already beginning to order it. The
book originally appeared last year in West Germany
where it weathered a serious court challenge as obscene.
It went on to become a strong best seller there following
dismissal of charges.

^ar of events|

I T o llm a n
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with tax problems, this winter. The five-week courses,
“Accounting for Non-Accountants” and “Tax Problems
of Small Business” will be offered in collaboration with
the Small Business Administration. Drums are available
at extension 686 or 107.

f«^ce

meeting tonight at 8:00 p m. at the CC snack bar. Sara
Harding from the student services office will seek
information concerning problems and nuisances faced
by handicapped students on campus. Persons unable to
attend may communicate with Sara at extension 112.
_
MurW Cohan, guest dance teach5 ? f°r *
wot perform in the Armstrong Theatre
February 20. Scheduling errors have forced their can
cellation. A later performance is planned, but details are
presently unavailable.
r « e r ner “ Itwater aquarium has been acquired by
CVSC through a $1,200 award from the D. J. Angus
Scientech Educations! Foundation. Dr. Ronald Ward of
CAS reports that the aquarium will house between 15
and 20 species within a few weeks.
* CVSC students, faculty, and staff members donated
SI, 182 to CARE during the November “I CARE
WEEK.” The drive was coordinated by Frank Musto,
Student Congress co-chairperson. Expressing apprecia
tion for the Colleges’ donation, Susan Whittermore.
Michigan Field Director in Detroit wrote, “In behalf of
those whom your gift means the difference between life
and death, we thank you for choosing CARE as the
agent through which to express your concern for those
less fortunate.”
* The Continuing Education office will offer two
special programs designed to help small businessmen

Thursday.
February 13
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N0RTHT0WN
$1.75 Sun. th ru Ih u rs .

8:00 p.m. in Campus Center. South
Snack Bar. All student entertainment.
Will run for 5 consecutive Thursdays. ,

NOW SHOWING
XXX Adult Comedy

GVSC
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SAVOY 2

Saturday,
February IS

Attention Future Nursing Majors
The GVSC Nursing Program
is making a preliminary survey
to determine what students
will be ready to enter the
clinical major (iast two years)
in September, 1975. Please

stop by the SHS Student Ad
vising Center, 141 LMH, be
fore Friday, 2/14/75 and leave
your name, looal address and
telephone number, your stu
dent ID number and the name
of your advisor.

Sunday,
February 16

Bill & Paul's Sporthaus
Tuesday,
February 18

Annual Ski Clearance Sale

20%50% Off
. . . on Skis, Ski Boots, Cross
Country and Clothes

Wednesday,
February 19

Sale Ends February 28th

Sermon tide of Feb. 16
utiMt net I do to be aeved?_

§ p o r ib a u 5
FSSTMOQK MALL
949-0190

W om en’s B acket ball.

A t C alvin

College.

Friday,
February 14

B o n o fit S

Play, “A Man’s A Man.” CAS Theatre
Production. Runs the 14th. 15th. and
February 20, 21, and 22. Campus Center
Theatre. Tickets at the door, $ 1.50.
The Seed, Student Coffee House. Starts

V o k a y m M iltiia l

in Spring
Strange Answers to Straight
Questions.

Chess tournament. Campus Center Snack
Bar. 6:00 p.m. to midnight.
GVSC Singers and Festival Chorale,
Louis Armstrong Theatre. Free at 8:15
p.m.
GVSC Wrestling. At Central Michigan
University.
Chess tournament. Campus Center Snack
Bar, 10:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Indoor track. At GVSC with Aquinas
College at noon.
GVSC Women’s Basketball. At Adrian
College. 5:00 p.m.
GVSC Basketball. At GVSC with Northwood Institute. 8:00 p.m.
GVSC String Quartet in concert at Louis
Armstrong Theatre. Free. 3:00-6:00
p.m.
Gallagher and Lyle Concert, Campus
Center Multi-Purpose Room, 8:15 p.m.
Play reading of Kenneth Koch s George
Washington Crossing the Delaware. 221
Lounge in Commons Building at noon.
Film. “Good Morning,” 132 Lake Huron
Hall. Free, 3:15 p.m.
GVSC Women’s Basketball. At GVSC
with Western Michigan University. 6:30
p.m.
German film, “Das Glas Wassr, 132
Lake Huron Hail, 3:00 pjn. and 7.30
p.m.
Film, “Wild Strawberries,” 154 Lake
Superior Hall, 3:15 p.m.
GVSC Hockey Club. With Calvin College
at Jolly Roger Ice Arena, Grand Rapids.
8:00 p.m.
Film. “The Sleuth.” Louis Armstrong
T-eatre. Admission: $1.00. 8:15 p.m.
GVSC Basketball. At GVSC with Ferris
Slate College. 8 0 ' p.m.
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Ex-evangelist Marjoe discusses his charismatic childhood at GYSC
BY TIM MENGEL
“I want you to give us a twenty
dollar bill, and if that’s the largest
bill you’ve got, then I want you to
get that out; if it’s a ten dollar bill I
want you to get that out; if it’s
only a dollar bill. I want you to get
that out, but I’m asking you to put
down the largest offering you have
a_* m

lU lllg llt.

u

—
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On February 1, Marjoe came to
GVSC to give a lecture on evan
gelism and revivalism. He started
the lecture by showing tlje film,
“Marjoe”. In this documentary, he
exposed himself and other evan
gelists as religious opportunists.
Maijoe (Marion Joseph) Gortner
had been a Pentecostal evangelist
since he was four years old. For
years he had traveled the country
to preach at tent meetings and
churches, and in the name of Jesus
he would always ask, “for the
largest bill that you have right
now.”
In 1971, at the age of twenty
six, Marjoe broke away from the
ministry.
“It was much easier for me to get
out of it, than it would be for a
normal believer, because I was al

ways raised on the business side,”
he explained, “so I never really
believed from the very beginning.’’
Marjoe stated that evangelism
could easily prosper because of a
“feeling of guilt” that everyone
possesses.
He explained the guilt process as
“making people feel they need
something or someone they can
relate to.”
Marjoe cited the Guru Maharaj
Ji, Reverend Moon, and Reverend
Ike as being in the same class of
evangelism. He respects Reverend
Ike more than any other evangelist,
because “ he admits he’s in it only
for the money.”
“I can go back to preaching by
just saying that 1 was demon pos
sessed and that 1 have found God
again, and they’ll take me back,”
said Marjoe, “but 1 never could
believe in it.”
“I’m not down on religion or
anything like that — if it works for
you, fine, stick with it.”
ders” and many other parts in
Marjoe considers his experience television shows.
in evangelism as personally ben
Marjoe said his break with the
eficial because it helped him to church came at a time when he had
become an actor. His acting credits
include the role of a homicidal drug
addict in “The Marcus-Nelson Mur

to decide between being a successful evangelist or taking an alternate route. He chose an alternate
route.

tkicatu!te

C om ic b o o k
BY PAM KURTZMAN
On February 3 at Ferris State
College, Stan Lee, founder of Marvel
Comic Books, presented a lecture
on comic books. Lee, a witty,
imaginative and personable man,
spoke of special features concerning
several of the characters. Among his
diverse characters are Spiderman,
Captain America, Fantastic Four,
Silver Surfer and a black super
hero, Luke Cage-Hero for Hire.
Along with the lecture, Lee
showed an animated Him based on
<he first Spiderman Comic Book (in
1976 Stan Lee feels that the movie
theaters will be showing Spiderman
with actors), and then began a

A department of the government
asked Lee to take an anti-drug
stand in a comic book. He did so
and, to his surprise, the domic
Code Authority would not grant
the seal of approval because the
mentioning of drugs was against
regulations. The comic book, Spi
derman #96 was published despite
the ruling.
Another controversy surfaced
when Lee took a stand against the
Korean War in a series of anti-war
comic books. The nation was then
gripped by the McCarthy Era, and
was created in response to needs Lee was called before a sub-com
expressed in a student survey, dis mittee for interrogation as a pos
cussing many topics, Brown ex sible Communist.
Lee says the average comic book
plained that it would take time for
the program to develop student reader is twelve years old, but ages
range from seven to twenty. He sees
interest.
comic books as educational mate
rials,
since they put forth political
The highlight of the Life Style
and social aspects of life, such as
series will come next Wednesday,
good
vs. evil, environmental situa
February 19, when anthropologists
tions, wars and drugs.
Nena and George O’Neal visit the
Many educational institutions
campus to lead the panel discus
have asked Marvel Comics to pub
sion. Buzz 206 for the time and
lish
a comic book for slow and/or.
place of that session.
remedial readers - thus, out in the
Flying in from California, the
market now, and selling extremely
O’Neals will discuss their, latest
well, is Spidy. The comic uses
book, titled “Shifting Gears”,
simple words for problem readers.
about the “effect of changing times
Those in Lee’s audience who had
on relationships ” stated Romkema.
no previous contact or knowledge
The book’s thesis is “Tuv
. „.!e as
of
comi'c books, as well as the many
individuals", iie added.
“Marvel Maniacs” , enjoyed Lee’s
The last PCC series topic for this
lecture.
Afterward, some even
term . “ Rape
.*Rea!
£
headed lor the local drugstore to
!.tn
k seheduled for
“pick up 2 few books.”

Life Style" rap sessions offer students winter variety
BY BRAD FIGG
Rap sessions on alternative life
styles have been occurring twice a
week on campus this term.
The informal panel series was
developed by the Program Co
ordinating Committee (PCC), a sub
committee of the Student Life
Council.
The PCC panel topic for Winter
Term is “Experiences on ‘Life
Style* **.
Led by Chairpenon Jackie
Scott, the panel discusses the
evening’s topic, before opening
the session to the floor for com
ments or questions. '
The fccus of the Life Style topic
is on tiie various types of relation
ships that people form with each
other, and how these relationships
L'har
and
1C ■■-i .

‘making love* from the language,
because sex never makes love,”
com m ented Counseling Center
counselor Wayne Kinzie frankly
during one session of “ Experiences
on ‘Life Style* ”.
Jeff Brown, a PCC member,
called the panel series, “the best
program that has been done here.
We don’t advocate views,*’ he said,
stressing the panel’s “very open”
format.
Meeting on Tuesday and Wednes
day nights, the panel sessions have
been plagued, by low attendance.
“We’ve been disappointed with the
turnout,” said Plant and Auxiliary
Services Administrator Bob Romkema. “Our goal is to make this
program available for off-campus
stud • *' .’ ith
;■ia<i< on those
:r,»le
who
'•> ■' m a
the
tlf '

question and answer period.
Lee briefly explained a conflict
involving the Comic Code Author
ity which establishes moral stand
ards for comic books fcensorshinV
•»
• *■
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Congress Reports: Concert scheduling is very poor
The scheduling of events and activities has always
been a major problem on the Grand Valley campus.
Last term a campus activities and events coordinating
committee was established with two main objectives in
mind:
I. To provide a balanced schedule of events and
activities.
L. io provide events and activities which meet the
interest of the students.
The committee headed by Jeff Brown of Dome
Productions met only once. It lacked organization and
attendance.
The committee never got off the ground.
If the committee was functioning. Grand Valley
might have a balanced program of events which meets
the needs and interests of the students.
Instead we are faced with incompetent scheduling
with little or no consideration given to the Grand Valley
students.
Consider this recent example of incompetent sched
uling which stemmed from Campus Activities. (As we all
know Campus Activities was formulated in the interest
of the Grand Valley students.)
The Veterans’ Brotherhood, a student organization,
received funds from the Fee Budget Committee last
January to sponsor the Luther Allison concert.
The Veterans were sure the concert would make
enough money so Fee Budget could be reimbursed (Fee
Budget funds come from student tuition dollars) and
their organization would still generate a profit.
Dome Productions informed the Veterans that at
tempts were being made to obtain Helen Reddy for the
same night as the Allison concert.
Even with the possibility of two concerts being held
on the same night, the Veterans felt Allison could still
be a success because of the different styles oi music
(blues and pop).
Dome Productions learned the Helen Reddy concert
was not going to materialize.

Instead of promoting the Allison concert. Dome
Productions acted negatively and booked Genesis.
The Veterans knew Luther Allison could not compete
with a top name rock group like Genesis. The concert
could not be canceled since the tickets and posters were
printed and announcements were being aired over the
radio tc promote it.
While Allison stared at an enthusiastic but sparse
audience in the Multi-Purpose Room, Genesis rocked to
a sell-out crowd in the Fieldhouse.
The “Dome’’ had the opportunity to back a regis
tered student organization’s attempt to obtain needed
funds, hut instead they acted in their own interests.
This little mishap cost the Grand Valley students
$500 and stifled a student organization’s attempt to
program an event on campus.
Student Congress wonders why Dome Productions
was able to spread their wings and smother a student
organization.
Was it because the two words “ Dome Production’’
caries more weight than the two words “student
organization”? No it couln’t be. Campus Activities was
created with the student in mind.
- Frank Musto,
Student Congress

IS1 offers M e x i c a n study
BY JEFF TRUCKS
» Why not spend spring term in
Mexico?
The International Studies In
stitute is offering interested stu
dents the chance to spend spring
term in Guadalajara.

15 credits can be earned, and
credits are directly transferable
back to GVSC.
A special charter bus is leaving
Grand Rapids March 27. The charge
is SI 25 round trip, including motel
Judging for 3 nights.
Interested students should con
tact
the Inicrnaiioiial Studies
courses are offered in English,
for
further
Institute
soon
and students pay only resident

Grand Valley Tuition. As many as

information.

GVL
P a tty S ta te

g r a n d v a l l e y p ir g im

ANNOUNCES
I T S P L A N O F A C T IO N

Seer, Wino, Groceries
Hours: M on. thru Sat.
9:00 am — 11:30 pm

Current Pirgim projects on campus include:
•THE
CONSUMER
REFERRAL
GUIDE
IE C
U N W M cn r.*-.
-- -----------------

A nuide to this area's consumer services organizations printed
u p ln c S n c t% C h le « form and distributed to locai consumer,.
•t h e

w o m en s s e r v ic e s

QUIDE

This booklet will contain information concerning legal aid,
child^are,*and counseling services among others, for women of

The place for all your needs. 10% discount on purchase
of 5 or more kegs. 10% discount on wine by the case.
One of the best selections of beer and wine in the area.

this vicinity.
•LOBBYING WORKSHOPS

__

_ Pirgim offers a unid u eo p ^rtu n iw .
in te r e d g to
learn effK tive lobbving t« h ^
p£ fe s o n a l staff will run
,he
J S j EAR WASTE TRANSPORT, FREEDOM
T f ^ R M A T ^ a n S s t a t e TRUST FUNDS MANAGE.

This month featuring BOCH BEER and MiCHiGAN
MOUNTAIN WINES at special prices.

MENT, among other issues.

.

‘f *

Wa accept food stamps.

•CONFLICT OF INTEREST SURVEY and
REGIONAL AGENCIES PROJECT

rinciimcd to compile and interpret

mfwrwst^'cancerning0 local governnwnt agencies in the great*
'Grand Rapid*area.

l» . h . " -

-V

••* » •' • u b " ‘

4 9 6 3 L a k e M ic h ig a n D r h r a

Como to th. M RO IM MEfTINO today
(Tfctirtday. Pobeuarf 13) at l»00 ?•_

..pew^

Ctabtef**

h C a.M .C gn ^

PN O M :
A

w
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Sports

M A T M E N C L A IM G V IN V IT A T IO N A L T IT LE
BY DAN BISCHOFF
The Grand Valley Grapplers won
three titles and claimed the team
trophy as they outscored ten com^
peting teams in the 5th Annual
Grand Valley Invitational Wrestling
tournament. The Lakers accumu
lated 121*^ points, outdistancing
2nd place Northern Michigan’s
103'/j points. Tough GLIAC mem
bers Lake Superior ranked third
with 78 points and a persistent
Saginaw Valley grasped 4th with
bO'/i points. Calvin finished last
with 12 points. The Lakers also
challenged Saginaw Valley in a dual
meet at Saginaw.
The Lakers participated in 8 out

of the 10 weight classes. The com
bined Grappler contributions of the
visitors and home team averaged 10
individual wrestlers in each weight
class. •
Dan VanHuisen (118 pounds)
placed 3rd in the 118-pound class.
Many of the champion Lakers
placed first in their own divisions.
Mark Mangianti and John Harris
began the tempo and Jamie Hosford defeated defending titlist Tom
Meeggenberg.
Sophomore Scott Yerrick, trans
fer from Calvin, broke into the
Laker starting lineup and produced
victories to capture 4th place in the
150-pound division. John Harris

* ’s sports |

BY MARGARET O’DWYER
Grand Valley’s womens basketball team is sure to be
fired up tonite when they travel to Calvin College for a
6:30 contest in Knollcrest Fieldhouse. Not only are the
Lakers eager to avenge last season’s 51-33 drubbing
from the Knights, but they are also displaying plenty of
potential to do so.
The Lakers have suffered only one defeat this
season and are undefeated in their GLIAC contests.
Scoring 68 points per game, they are permitting
opponents only 41. In the rebound department, Grand
pcr jBame
over
7*T
» NO w e e W lo u r games,
foured*e
different
Lakers earned top scoring honors, emphasizing the
team s depth.
Calvin is the defending State of Michigan Association
for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (SMAIAW)
basketball champion. The Knights have benefited from
seven returnees from their 1974 squad, including three
particular scoring threats in forward Diane Spoelstra
center-forward Marlys VanderLinden, and centerforward Kathy DeBoer. Calvin has won five of their first
eight games. Like the Lakers, they average 5’8” in
height.
With both team s adhesive defenses in addition to
their scoring potentials, tonite’s contest promises to be
one of the season’s hottest.
In last week’s activities, the Lakers beat Oakland
University 65-42, downed Ferris for the second time
this season, 67-29, trounced Grand Rapids Junior
College 67-35, and earned a 59-46 win over Michigan.
Coach Joan Boar.d attributes her crew’s success thus
f " t0J “Teamwork and great team spirit.” She adds,
We have more shot potential than ever before and our
height is paying off under the boards.”
5 Despite a respectable record, Coach Boarid cautions,
vjur toughest games are yet to come.” Among the
Lakers remaining opponents are Calvin, 1974 SMAIAW
semi-finalists Western Michigan University, a quick
Central Michigan University team featuring nine re
turnees, league rival Hillsdale College, and Adrian
college.
The team travels to Adrian this Saturday for a 5:00
contest, while they host Western Michigan next Tuesday
3t 6:30.
Western, though not particularly tail, is an expe
rienced team. Six of the Broncos are returnees from last
year s SMAIAW semi-finalist squad.
In in-state competition,' the fast Kalamazoo crew has
blown opponents off the court by 20 and 30 point
margins. With a height advantage and numerous scoring
threats, the Lakers could prove to be one of Western’s
tougher opponents.
The junior varsity team earned its fourth win o f the
season with a 43-31 decision over Michigan last
Thunday.
The jayvees travel to Montcalm Community College
tomorrow for a content at 6:15, then host the same
team next Tuesday at 6:30,

reached the finals by defeating Bill Joe Stariha have shown a marked
Boersma of Grand Rapids Junior increase in their wrestling potential.
College.
Sypien’s techniques were falter
In what was probably the tough ing even though his opponents were
est weight class of the tourney Gary swept away like falling dominoes.
Chopp (167) hedged his way to 3rd At the Saginaw meet Sypien pinned
place, losing once to John Hittler. Tom Halm. Sypien’s victory was
Earlier this season Hittler, a student hailed by Coach Scott as “a turning
at Northern Michigan University, point for Tom. He’s back in the
placed 2nd in the Michigan Col groove with his takedowns.”
legiate Tournament. Laker Chopp
Laker Joe Stariha (190) was also
was voted by fellow teammates to hampered by defeat in a practice
be the most outstanding Laker challenge match, which kept him
wrestler at the Invitational. The from the mats in the GV Invita
coaches, however, chose Neal Sea- tional. Stariha bounced back to
gren of Northern Michigan as the defeat his Saginaw Valley op
most outstanding performer at the ponent, Glen Gagnon, 9-3. The
Invitational.
score speaks of Stariha’s ability as
‘‘Northern gave us the biggest Gagnon was runnerup in the
run for the tourney title,” said 190-pound division at the GV In
Coach Scott. ‘‘There were a lot of vitational. Stariha’s experience and
good matches all in all; the tour wrestling maturity hold promise
nament ran smoothly.”
and are evident in his record which
Although plagued with a late shows that he has defeated every
departure and flirting illnesses other opponent in the 190-pound
among team members, the Lakers bracket. Joe now holds an edge
met Saginaw Valley in a dual meet over fellow wrestlers for being
on more than equal terms. Saginaw voted the 190-pounder for the
was served a walloping 43-3 loss. GLIAC All-Conference Team.
The score is evidence of precision
wrestling by the champions; howThis weekend the Lakers will
ever, two individuals stood apart in traye* to Mt. Pleasant to meet the
their performance. The season’s Chippewas. The meet begins at
only two freshmen Tom Sypien and 4:00 P-m -

tU«f girls prepare to "sheer the Raiders.
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Lakers visit Saginaw, escape with

Rich Chickowski and
each had 10 points.

BY BRAD FIGG
The Lakers needed a weaving
semi-stall to slip by the Cardinals,
83t-76, at Saginaw Valley State last
Saturday afternoon.
&rand Valley’s season record
now stands at 17-6, while their
Great Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference mark moves to 6-1.
Forward Sid Bruinsma inter
cepted a Saginaw pass in the fore
court, and raced to the other end
for an uncontested layup, to give
the Lakers an early 13-7 advantage.
Valley led by eight, 24-16, after
the first quarter of action.
The Laker defense built up a
large second quarter lead, by clos
ing off the Redbirds inside, with a
tight zone defense.
Stealing an inbounds pass from
Tony Smith, the hustling Cardinals
cut GV’s 14-point lead to 48-38,
with two quick baskets, in the final
10 seconds of the first half.
Grand Valley established an
18-point advantage, of 68-50, by
the end of the third quarter.
But then, Valley went nearly
four minutes without scoring, while
Saginaw tallied eight unanswered
points.
Finally, with 6:25 to play, Kim
Griffin sank a 15-foot jumper, to
end the Laker drought, and push
the GV lead to 70-58.
In the last quarter, guard Dale
Brown pumped in five shots from

6 win
Bruinsma

NOTES
* Tony Smith received an unoffi
cial assist, for Saginaw’s last bucket
in the first half, when Smith passed
it right to a Cardinal player who
was standing in the shadow of his
own hoop.
* The Lakers outgunned Saginaw
»

Laker center Paul Peterman (left),
views Rich Chickowski's drive
the 20-foot range, to aid the Car
dinals in narrowing the gap to
76-68, with four minutes left. ,
Then, with 3:05 to play, the
Blue & White’s weaving semi-stall
ran one minute off the clock, be
fore Bruinsma shoveled a pass from
the baseline into Paul Peterman,
who then promptly scored two
from underneath the hoop, to make
the score 79-68.
Saginaw sliced that lead down to
81-74 with 0:51 left, before Joe

Franges’ two free throws iced the
contest with only 15 seconds show
ing on the clock.
“We wouldn’t have lost,” con
jectured Coach Tom Villemure af
terward. “We would’ve had to miss
free throws until sundown.” he
said, in expressing that the Lakers
had “ played well”.
Five Lakers ended up in the
double digit scoring column. Grilfin
led the pack with 15. Peterman
pumped in 14. Franges scored 13.

frnrw
M W ill

fln n f

»<■ « * Ix/vM •

* Valley nipped the Redbirds.
15-14, at the charity stnpe.
* The Blue & White will host
Northwood Institute on Saturday
night at 8 p.m. in the Fieldhouse.
* Ferris State lost their first con
ference game last Saturday. 7S-69.
at Lake Superior State.
* Grand Valley must also enter the
Soo Laker “snake-pit" on February
22.

* The Lakers will be gunning for
Ferris State, in revenge of an earlyseason loss at Big Rapids, and for
sole possession of the conference
lead, when the Bulldogs visit the
GV Fieldhouse Wednesday. Feb
ruary 19. at 8 p.m.
GLIAC
6-1
GV LAKKRS
6-1
Ferris State
4-2
Lake Superior
2-4
Northwood
2-5
Saginaw Valley
Oakland Univ.

0-7

GV HOCKEY CLUB LOSES TO CALVIN
BY JOHN KUBCZAK

EARN C A S H
WEEKLY
blo o d
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Blood Plasma Components, Inc.
1235 28

S tra a f S.W.

5 3 8 - 4 2 9 '

A powerful offensive by the
GVSC Hockey Club in the first
period of last Wednesday’s game
eventually melted, and the Lakers
lost to Calvin.
Although the GV team led by
3-0 in the first period, Calvin’s
counterattack in the 2nd and 3rd
periods of play left the Grand
Valley hockey club with its ninth
loss.
__
GV skaters lorn Sharpiey, Mark
Imsande and Dale Rosenberger
drove in one goal apiece in the first
15 minutes of play while keeping
Calvin scoreless; Imsande and
Rosenberger are the club’s leading
scorers with nine and eight goals
respectively. Calvin came back in

the second period to tie up the
score, despite the determined net
work of goalie Steve Anderson,
who was credited with 35 saves.
Calvin’s winning goal was scored
in the third period on a shot-saves h ot-save-shot-score heartstopper.
the puck finally finding its way past
Anderson’s sprawled body.
The defensive work of Ed Mason
and Ralph Shefferly. who was
voted most improved player, was
praised by Coach Jack P e r r y T h i s
was our best game so far.” said
Coach Perry. "I am pleased with
the improved competitiveness of
the club, and feel that we have a
good chance in the playoffs.’
The Laker skaters will face Cal
vin again on February 19 at 8:00
p.m. in the Jolly Roger Ice Arena.

t
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